Chinese steel prices: “All over the lot”

China’s ex-works prices are impacted by supply/demand factors, steel industry sentiment and futures prices. There are many day-traders in China, further adding to volatility. When the futures price is rising, this may pull up the mills’ ex-works prices; and the opposite occurs when the futures prices are falling. Here’s what happened to the prices for five products since mid-February 2017 — as of 24 April 2017:

- Hot-rolled band (HRB): The price is down US$106/metric ton to US$370/metric ton from US$476/metric ton (February 17th), a 22% decline.
- Cold-rolled coil: The price fell US$118/metric ton to US$454/metric ton from US$594/metric ton (February 23, 2017), a decline of 24%. The spread between cold-rolled coil and HRB narrowed to US$84/metric ton from US$118/metric ton.

Why the lessened spread? One answer could be diminished demand for cold-rolled coil relative to HRB. However, WSD thinks the most likely reason is the massive overproduction of hot-rolled band — up 10–15% on a year-to-year basis — that’s inundated the cold rolling mills with so much HRB supply that the production of cold-rolled coil became excessive.
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Chinese ex-works daily prices. Source: SteelHome.
(17 February 2017), which was a decline of 13%. Hence, the cessation of billet production by induction furnace steelmakers has helped to better sustain this price than is the case for HRB and cold-rolled coil.

- Steel scrap: The Chinese price fell only US$25/metric ton to US$229/metric ton from US$254/metric ton, for a drop of 10%. Perhaps the relatively high price on the world market helped to sustain the Chinese price even though the country’s export duty is 40%. In mid-April 2017, shredded steel scrap in the United States was about US$295/metric ton.

This report includes forward-looking statements that are based on current expectations about future events and are subject to uncertainties and factors relating to operations and the business environment, all of which are difficult to predict. Although WSD believes that the expectations reflected in its forward-looking statements are reasonable, they can be affected by inaccurate assumptions made or by known or unknown risks and uncertainties, including, among other things, changes in prices, shifts in demand, variations in supply, movements in international currency, developments in technology, actions by governments and/or other factors.

USING BIG DATA TO DRIVE PROCESS IMPROVEMENTS

By integrating laser tracking and laser scanning technologies, we take the guess work out of equipment measurement and alignment practices. By focusing on key performance criteria, we can truly understand “what the data is telling us” improving mill stability, predicting maintenance requirements and avoiding catastrophic failure throughout the steelmaking process.

Our practice has proven to be 10 times faster than conventional surveying and has received numerous recognition awards in the metals industry for helping our clients improve maintenance practices and equipment reliability.

Our Mission:
“Helping our clients solve problems and create value through innovative technology and institutional expertise.”
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